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Abstract. With the emergence of streaming and multi-core architec-
tures, there is an increasing demand to map parallel algorithms efficiently
across all architectures. This paper describes a platform-independent op-
timization framework called Stream Scheduling, that orchestrates par-
allel execution of bulk computations and data transfers, and allocates
storage at multiple levels of a memory hierarchy. By adjusting block
sizes, and applying software pipelining on bulk operations, it ensures
computation-to-communication ratio is maximized on each level. We
evaluate our framework on a diverse set of Sequoia applications, targeting
systems with different memory hierarchies: a Cell blade, a distributed-
memory cluster, and the Cell blade attached to a disk.

Keywords: Stream Scheduling, Bulk Operations, Sequoia, GSOP,
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1 Introduction

Recently, streaming architectures such as Imagine[1], Storm-1[2], and Cell BE[3]
were demonstrated to achieve significantly higher performance and efficiency over
traditional architectures by introducing an explicitly managed on-chip storage.
This software managed memory serves as a staging area for large amounts of
data, making all functional unit memory references short and predictable, and
thereby transferring the onus of latency tolerance from hardware to software.
Stream programming model[1][6] captured this new paradigm by making com-
putation (kernels) and communication (stream transfers) explicit in a 2-level
storage hierarchy for stream processors. Structuring algorithms to explicitly ser-
vice data from levels of storage residing closer to the functional units applies to
modern systems of all scales. Levels of memory hierarchy could include on-die
storage, local DRAM, or even remote memory accessed over high-speed intercon-
nect. This often creates a deep memory hierarchy, going beyond the two levels
captured in the stream programming model. Sequoia[5] was recently introduced
to structure bandwidth-efficient and portable parallel programs by abstracting
any machine as a tree of distinct memory modules, and by providing explicit lan-
guage mechanisms to describe communication and blocking of arrays vertically
through the hierarchy. Such programs create a hierarchy of bulk operations, ei-
ther transfers of data in bulk (arrays) or coarse-grained computations (kernels),
either of which take 100s to 1000s of cycles.
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With the ubiquity of multi-processor systems and the emergence of multi-core
architectures, it has become essential to optimize performance by managing bulk
operations explicitly. In addition, programs often need to employ architecture-
specific optimizations for high performance. Hence, it is essential to create a
platform-independent compilation framework that allows efficient development
of parallel algorithms. Stream Scheduling was introduced in [6] to aid compila-
tion for stream processors, which process sequential streams on a 2-level mem-
ory hierarchy. The primary contribution of this paper is to show that Stream
Scheduling can be extended to schedule bulk operations on any machine with a
hierarchy (multiple levels) of memories, as well as to size and allocate blocks of
multi-dimensional array data on each level.

� We first map Sequoia programs to a hierarchical graph representation (GSOP
graph) that is used as input to the Stream Scheduler, and can represent any
hierarchy of bulk operations, along with the mapped memory levels.

� Next, we introduce a recursive operation ordering algorithm that applies
the same optimizations on each level of a memory hierarchy, working in an
inside-out fashion, thereby making the framework scalable.

� Since software pipelining is critical in maximizing coarse-grained parallelism,
we introduce optimizations that enhance it by exploiting slack.

� Finally, we efficiently allocate storage on each memory level, while apply-
ing the steepest gradient search to determine sizes of multi-dimension array
blocks (tunables) that yield maximum performance.

2 Sequoia Programs

Sequoia [5] describes machines as a tree of memories. At any given level in the
tree, there is a memory and zero or more parallel sub-machines. Programs are
described as hierarchies of tasks that include descriptions of data communication
and working sets, and are mapped to the memory hierarchy of a target machine.
Parameter passing semantics on tasks are used to describe data transfers between
different memory levels, while computational kernels are localized to leaf nodes.
To optimize working-sets staged in each memory level, and to exploit the parallel
processing units, it is essential to break down large computations into smaller
sub-tasks. Sequoia provides a family of array blocking functions to facilitate
task decompositions, which range from the simplicity of regular blocking to the
irregularity of arbitrary array gathers. To make programs portable, blocking is
usually expressed in parameterized form. The parameter values (called tunables)
define the working set size in each memory level. Figure 1 demonstrates Sequoia’s
task decomposition for matrix multiplication (matrixmult) on a Cell BE [3]. The
disk acts as the root, parenting the PowerPC (PPE) main memory, while each
of the eight software-managed SPE local stores (LSes) correspond to leaves. As
shown here, the matrixmult task first decomposes large matrices resident in the
disk into smaller sub-matrices, such that they can reside in main memory, before
dividing them further into LS-sized matrices.All memory levels use same tunable
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Fig. 1. Task decomposition of matrixmult on Cell BE

symbols, U , V and X (dimensions of matrices), but are tailored separately for
the respective working-sets.

Knight et al. [4] had presented an intermediate representation (IR) that can
describe operational semantics for any Sequoia program. It represents programs
as a hierarchy of following operations, each mapped to specific memory level(s):
ScalarM , KernelM , CopyMi,Mj

, ExecM , IfM , ForM , ForAllM , and GroupM,G,
where the subscript M symbolizes level(s) of the memory hierarchy on which
each operation executes. While ScalarM corresponds to operations on scalar
data only, KernelM performs bulk computations on array data. CopyMi,Mj

rep-
resents data transfers between memory levels Mi and Mj (bigger indices indicate
memories closer to root). ExecM starts a new SPMD-style execution of tasks on
each of its children, whereas IfM , ForM , and ForAllM are used for control flow,
the latter expressing a loop in which iterations can be executed in any order,
including in parallel. Finally, GroupM,G assigns a dependence graph G on the
operations, giving a partial order of execution.

2.1 GSOP Graph

When introduced in [6], Stream Scheduling was made to accept programs that
can be represented as a Stream Operation Precedence (SOP) graph. Each node
in the SOP graph represented a coarse-grained stream operation, either a kernel
or a memory transfer. The directional edges connecting them were input and
output stream(s), representing program data-flow. Control-flow was captured
by making the graph hierarchical, much like nested loops. At each nested level,
basic blocks get encapsulated in supernodes that are connected by control- and
data-flow edges. Each supernode essentially is a SOP sub-graph of bulk nodes
and nested supernodes, and acts as a coarse-grained operation.
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We now describe a more Generalized SOP (GSOP) graph that can represent
programs with any hierarchy of operations. We do so by providing a direct
mapping of the Sequoia IR to the GSOP graph. Firstly, we observe that the
bulk KernelM and CopyMi,Mj

operations can substitute for the stream operation
nodes in the SOP graph. Similarly, control flow corresponding to IfM , ForM ,
and ForAllM operations can be captured by the supernodes. Now we only need
to incorporate memory levels into the our graph. Note that ExecM is the only
operation in the IR that traverses memory levels, by spawning task execution
on lower levels of the memory hierarchy. Since the hierarchy of a SOP graph is
already structured around supernodes, we extend their scope to capture both
control and memory hierarchy. A supernode corresponding to an ExecM contains
a sub-graph of operations (nodes and supernodes), that were spawned by it and
execute on levels Mi−1 or below, including supernodes for ExecM i−1 (which in
turn spawn operations on levels lower than Mi−1). In addition, we also add scalar
operation nodes to the GSOP graph.

M1scalar scalar

S1
ExecM1

copyM2, M1
copyM1, M2

scalar M0

kernel2

copyM1, M0
copyM0, M1

kernel1copyM1, M0

forAll

S0

Fig. 2. Hierarchical GSOP graph

Figure 2 illustrates such a GSOP graph on 3 memory levels: a chain of kernels
execute in a parallel loop (supernode S0) on the leaf memories (M0), which
itself is contained within another supernode S1 spawned from memory level M1;
inputs(outputs) to(from) S1 require data transfers between levels M1 and M2.

3 Stream Scheduling

The primary goal of Stream Scheduling is to minimize application execution
time. Bulk operations must be coordinated to maximize coarse-grained paral-
lelism and to efficiently utilize memory and computation resources. Use of ex-
pensive external (higher levels of memory) bandwidth must be restrained, since
spilling an array block could require reading and writing thousands of extra data
elements.
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3.1 Hierarchical Operation Ordering

Program execution time can be minimized by keeping functional units busy with
useful computation, while latency of data transfers can be hidden by perform-
ing them in bulk, and by overlapping with computation. Memory systems in
modern processors allow such asynchronous bulk transfers using machine prim-
itives such as DMAs and asynchronous I/O (AIO). Before allocating storage,
Stream Scheduling determines the best possible assignment of processing units.
It creates a resource reservation table and then schedules GSOP operations on
these resources using top-down greedy static list scheduling.Priority (criticality)
of each operation in achieving the minimum total execution time is determined
using topological sort.

Since the GSOP graph is hierarchical, we need to devise a scalable algorithm
that can capture both control-flow and memory level hierarchy. Our hierarchical
algorithm works in an inside-out recursive fashion, applying the same ordering
algorithm to increasing levels of hierarchy at a time (bottom-up in the tree hi-
erarchy of memories). When applied at level l, all operations in level l+1 and
above are ignored for scheduling, while operations below level l get encapsulated
within supernodes that occupy resources in level l−1 and below (determined by
the schedule for its corresponding sub-graph). All control-flow supernodes within
a given memory level share the same resources, whereas new resources become
available on moving up the memory hierarchy (say from Mi−1 to Mi). These
resources can potentially be used for asynchronous data transfers.

To illustrate on Cell, all operations within a SPE (memory level 0) are sched-
uled first on the respective computation (SPU) and DMA units. When applied
at memory level 1, the operations are either asynchronous transfers between
main memory and disk (controlled by PPE), or supernodes that execute on SPE

scalar
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PPU i/o SPU DMA
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copy5
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Fig. 3. Hierarchical operation ordering on a Cell processor that is attached to a disk.
For ease of illustration, operations are shown to take only a few cycles for execution.
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resources. Figure 3 demonstrates this ordering of operations for the earlier shown
GSOP graph (Figure 2). Note that multiple iterations of the ForAll loop (S0)
execute in parallel on different SPEs, but follow the same schedule.

Controlling Asynchronous Operations: Since hardware mechanisms are
not always available to enforce dependencies between asynchronous stream op-
erations, software checks are often required. The control thread running these
checks, however, may need to execute on the same unit as that used by an atomic
bulk operations. Taking the example of Cell, a single run-time thread on the SPE
executes kernels as well as initiates DMA requests. It is essential to account for
this conflict during operation ordering. Hence, we not only allocate execution
resources to GSOP operations, but also the respective control resources which
issue them. The duration of control resource occupancy includes setting up bulk
data transfers, such as chopping of multi-dimensional array block transfers into
multiple sequential block transfers.

Execution Time Estimation: Stream Scheduling relies on rough execution
models to estimate the duration of each GSOP operation, as demonstrated ear-
lier in [6]. Due to the coarse granularity of these operations, and for the use of
optimization purposes only, rough execution models suffice. Given a target ma-
chine specification, we apply the same models as in [6] to derive bulk operation
execution times.

3.2 Software Pipelining

Software pipelining [7] is a popular loop optimization technique that reorders op-
erations to exploit parallelism across successive loop iterations. It can immensely
benefit coarse-grained programs by overlapping kernels and data transfers from
different iterations, thereby hiding memory latency. These include memory ac-
cesses that must occur between a pair of sequential kernels, as well as loads and
stores at the start and end of each iteration. Since blocking of data is essential in
a memory hierarchy, Sequoia provides mapping primitives (mappar) that allows
execution on parallel loop iterations without dynamic aliasing.

We perform software pipelining by applying conventional modulo schedul-
ing [7] on the GSOP graph, which selects a (minimum) common schedule for
all iterations of a loop. This initiation interval (II) is determined by the most
heavily utilized resource and the worst case recurrence for the loop. Each GSOP
operation is greedily scheduled on a resource reservation table that spans for
time II, occupying it in modulo fashion. Due to the coarse granularity of oper-
ations, this is equivalent to searching for a large enough hole (interval) in the
table that can fit each bulk operation.

Hole Optimization: On failing to find such a hole within the estimated II, the
iteration interval is incremented and the operations are rescheduled. Due to the
long execution times of bulk operations (100s to 1000s of cycles), coarse increase
in II can significantly hurt performance. Instead, we observe that the currently
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available holes can themselves be made larger by exploiting slack on operations
that were scheduled in previous stages. To illustrate on the GSOP graph in
Figure 4(a), the schedule on the left shows Kernel2B,C→C failing to modulo-
schedule on the processing element (PE) because Kernel1A→B was greedily
scheduled earlier (immediately following the load A), leaving only smaller holes
for Kernel2B,C→C to fit in. Fortunately, Kernel1A→B enjoys some slack as its
only constraint is to be scheduled before Kernel2B,C→C. We reduce this slack
by delaying Kernel1A→B further, which allows Kernel2B,C→C to successfully
schedule within the original II. By definition, cutting down slack doesn’t violate
any dependencies. To conclude, the hole optimization creates bigger holes by
delaying operations in previous stages, only if the total slack available is long
enough to create the required larger hole.

Modulo Variable Expansion (MVE): Lifetime of a data object often over-
laps with a subsequent definition of itself during modulo scheduling. Modulo
variable expansion (MVE) [7] prevents such cross-iteration overwrites by using
different copies of the data object in each conflicting stage. This illustrated in
Figure 4(a), where load of C is overlapped with computation on C′ (stage 2).

scalar1 load A kernel1A->B

kernel2B,C->C
scalar2 load C

Store C

forAll

PE DMA

load A

load Ckernel1
A->B

kernel2
B,C->C

load A
scalar1

scalar2
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PE DMA
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scalar1
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X

(a) Creating larger holes without compro-
mising II
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(b) MVE copies for C(C’) are reduced
by swapping load and store of C

Fig. 4. Software pipelining optimizations that exploit slack in bulk operations

3.3 Memory Management

Efficient management of memories is essential for high performance since signif-
icant portions of program data accesses are staged at each memory level. Prior
work in [6] described a static allocation mechanism that reduces use of expen-
sive bandwidth by exploiting producer-consumer locality, while preserving the
concurrency exposed through operation ordering. Since similar bandwidth and
space constraints exist on machines with even deeper memory hierarchies, we
apply the same allocation mechanism on each explicitly managed memory mod-
ule. Packing fails when data objects try to occupy more space than is available,
which is either due to too many data objects subscribing for storage at the same
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time, or due to the over-estimation of working-set size. While the former is due
to excessive concurrency exposed during operation ordering and is addressed
below, we discuss the latter in section 3.4.

When storage is over-subscribed, the heuristic applied in [6] sacrifices con-
currency, thereby reducing lifetimes and easing storage pressure. Spilling is only
used as a last option, preferably for data objects that are accessed after long
intervals of time. This heuristic isn’t very effective for data objects with MVE
copies since each copy is live for entire II duration. We introduce another op-
timization that exploits slack and reduces MVE copies, without compromising
II. Total number of required MVE copies for any data object is derived from its
first and last accesses in the schedule:

copies = stagelastaccess−stagefirstaccess+�(timelastaccess − timefirstaccess)/II�

This implies that copies can be reduced either by delaying the object’s defini-
tion, or by moving the last accessing operation earlier in time. To illustrate on
Figure 4(b), the schedule on the left shows storeC being scheduled after loadC

since the DMA unit was busy upon KernelB,C→C’s completion. This requires two
concurrent copies of C: while one is being computed on (stage 2), a new copy is
fetched from memory (stage 1). Only one copy is sufficient, however, if storeC can
precede loadC . We observe that the slack enjoyed by loadC can be reduced to de-
lay it further, thereby allowing storeC to move earlier. As shown on the right, we
achieve our desired result by swapping the two operations. Hence, to explore if
the last accessed operation can be moved earlier (in modulo fashion), we look for
the net slack available in operations scheduled earlier on the same resource. If de-
laying them doesn’t increase MVE copies for other data objects, and opens up a
big enough hole to fit the operation, we move the operation earlier. Swapping is
continued in this fashion until the number of required MVE copies decrement.

3.4 Tunable Search

To facilitate portability in Sequoia, working-set sizes in each memory level are
bounded by symbolic parameters, called tunables. These parameters are used
with array blocking primitives [8] to decompose a large task into smaller sub-
tasks in the memory hierarchy. For maximum performance, Stream Scheduler
must select tunable values that optimize the computation-to-communication ra-
tio in each memory level. These tunables essentially are the control knobs to
tune performance on a target machine.

With only a single tunable parameter, selection of tunables reduces to finding
the best performing strip-size (tunable) in a strip-mined loop [8], which can be
addressed using binary search [6]. To illustrate, we have shown on the left of
Figure 5 the variation of a typical strip-mined loop’s execution time (cost) when
strip-size is increased. Performance improves initially since more data (larger
strip) becomes available for computation, while software pipelining ensures la-
tency of transfers are hidden. Performance suffers when the increased storage
demand requires spilling, or when pipelining stages have to be decreased. This
behavior is also representative of programs with multiple tunables, as shown
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Fig. 5. Binary search and approximate steepest descent search for tunables (dotted
plots represent execution times; arrows specify progression of search)

by the 2D plane (tunables S and T ) on the right, where contour lines define
bounds on the execution time cost. Multiple tunable parameters are usually rep-
resentative of the different dimensions of array blocks, thereby defining nested
strip-mined loops. Though we don’t attempt a formal proof, our observation and
experimental results suggest that the cost function (execution time) is convex,
while the contours are sub-level sets.

This motivates us to adapt the method of steepest descent search [12], using
estimated program execution time as cost function. However, due to the lack of
a closed-form expression for scheduling cost, we can’t determine its gradient. In-
stead, starting from the initial set of value specified during task mapping, we ap-
proach the minimal point by moving along the dimensions of the plane. At every
step, relative performance is compared by scaling tunables in each dimension (one
at a time). The tunable which reduces the cost most is selected to advance the
search, as illustrated with arrows on the contours in Figure 5. A second phase of
binary search, similar to the strip-size search algorithm in [6], is required at the
end when selecting the best tunable overshoots the minima. Tunable search is also
wrapped around the bottom-up hierarchical scheduling discussed earlier.

4 Evaluation

We plug the Stream Scheduler to the back-end of the Sequoia compiler infrastruc-
ture [4], and evaluate its performance by executing a suite of Sequoia applications
on three different system configurations: a Cell blade, a cluster of workstations,
and a Cell blade attached to a parallel ATA disk drive. As discussed before, the
Cell broadband engine [3] exposes a two level memory hierarchy. A third level
gets added to the hierarchy when a disk is attached. Transfers between disk and
external memory are managed by the PowerPC using asynchronous I/O (AIO)
routines, while an asynchronous Memory Flow Controller (MFC) DMA unit
manages transfers between LS and main memory. The 3.2GHz Cell BE accesses
512MB of system memory, and is attached to a 60GB ATA/100 hard drive.

The cluster setup consists of 16 nodes each with 2.4GHz Intel P4 Xeon proces-
sors and 1GB of main memory. It also presents a two level memory hierarchy: at
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Table 1. Raw application performance

Application Arithmetic inten-
sity

Cell (GFLOPS) Cluster
(GFLOPS)

Cell-disk
(GFLOPS)

SAXPY 0.16 3.3 1.5 0.003
SGEMV 0.50 12.2 4.1 0.012
SGEMM 85∼680 125 90.2 3.9
CONV2D 40.5 88.6 24 0.42
GRAVITY ∼2000 96.4 67.6 66

the top is the aggregate cluster memory abstracted as a distributed shared mem-
ory (DSM), and at the bottom (leaves) are local memories. This is implemented
by partitioning node memories for local and DSM use, and by pre-distributing
the input data over DSM in block-cyclic fashion. We ignore lower level caches
since the Sequoia run-time system can’t manage them currently. Two threads
are launched on each node at run-time, one to handle inter-node communication
using MPI calls, and another to handle execution of kernels and other compute
functions. Remote inter-node communication is performed on an Infiniband in-
terconnect (achieves ∼400MB/s).

The applications used in our evaluation are shown in Table 1, kernel im-
plementations for which were tuned using either SSE2 or Cell SPE intrinsics.
While the first three are BLAS benchmarks, the latter two include a 9x9 filter
convolution and an N-body stellar dynamics simulation on 8192 particles.

4.1 Raw Performance and Resource Utilization

The raw performance achieved for each application is shown in Table 1, which
is in close correlation with the inherent arithmetic intensity. To understand the
raw numbers better, we show the execution time breakdown for each application
in Figure 6, including time spent in kernels, in idle waiting on transfers between
different memory levels, and in incurring overheads (such as setting up trans-
fers). On both Cell and cluster, SGEMM, and GRAVITY are compute limited
and fully utilize the arithmetic resources, rarely idle waiting on memory. Though
CONV2D is compute-limited on Cell, its performance on cluster is limited by
network bandwidth as parts of image data need to be read from neighboring
nodes. In contrast, SAXPY and SGEMV are memory bandwidth limited; per-
formance on cluster improves slightly due to the higher aggregate intra-node
bandwidth (data pre-distribution keeps communication local).

Attaching an order of magnitude slower (∼30MB/s) disk to the high per-
formance Cell processor is bound to hurt performance of bandwidth-bound ap-
plications. Even SGEMM and CONV2D spend 65%-75% of their time waiting
on disk. Though otherwise low, the runtime overheads incurred are also signif-
icant for these two. This is due to chopping of multi-dimensional array blocks
into multiple sequential transfers, the overhead for which scales with block size.
SGEMM suffers more as matrices are traversed in both row- and column-order.
GRAVITY is least affected, with performance comparable to cluster version,
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Fig. 6. Execution time breakdown

since updated particles are read from and written to disk only at the start and
end of each time step.

To put our performance numbers into perspective, we compare them with
those achieved on a custom cell back-end [4] and on a high-level cluster run-
time [5]. After accounting for the different clock rates, our performance on Cell
matches up for the memory-bound applications, while speeding up CONV2D by
15%. This speedup is due to automatic selection of larger block size tunables,
which fit efficiently with MVE copies reduction. In spite of similar optimizations
on SGEMM, no noticeable speedup is realized since the custom built IBM en-
vironment in [4] minimizes all run-time overheads. This also explains the 13.5%
slowdown for GRAVITY, though it still exceeds the GRAPE-6A custom hard-
ware performance [9]. When compared with the cluster run-time, we achieve
35% speedup on GRAVITY from better exploiting producer-consumer locality,
while memory-bound applications suffer ∼65% slowdown. This slowdown, again,
is due to the custom run-time implementation’s global knowledge of all program
and memory states, thereby using pointer-flips to avoid local memory copies
from the DSM layer, and coalescing reads and writes across multiple transfer
lists; impact on CONV2D and SGEMM is not very noticeable.

4.2 Software Pipelining

As shown in Figure 7, software pipelining (SWP) achieve 30%-45% speedup
for compute intensive applications on Cell. The impact on bandwidth limited
applications is marginal since a single kernel can hide only a small fraction of
the total communication. Though the main loop in GRAVITY executes a chain
of kernels, most transfers are hidden by exploiting coarse-grained parallelism
within an iteration; this leaves little to benefit from overlapping of iterations.
With the disk attached, we show speedup from applying SWP at the top-level
(disk) only. The results are not surprising as applications are limited by disk
bandwidth. SGEMM, however, achieves significant benefit as it hides some of the
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overhead of transfer list generation with disk transfers. Both memory levels on
the cluster represent large off-chip memories, sizes of which are of the same order
of magnitude. This allows staging of large chunks of data, thereby requiring only
a few coarse-grained loops iterations to finish the entire data-set. This also leaves
little room for improvement using SWP, as numerous iterations are required to
amortize the priming and draining overheads.

Since all benchmarks, other than GRAVITY, consist of a single computation
kernel, there is little room to exploit producer-consumer locality, or to employ
hole optimization. In addition, the working-sets consist of only a few distinct
array objects, leaving little flexibility for memory management. On the other
hand, only SAXPY and CONV2D benefit from MVE copy reduction on Cell.
Since both the disk and the node memories on cluster are orders of magnitude
larger than the SPE local stores, they have little trouble in meeting the storage
demands of applications. Since the size of on-chip memories, such as L2 caches
and SRFs, are of the same order as the SPE local stores, we speculate that multi-
core GPPs and stream processors will benefit equally from these optimizations.

5 Conclusions and Related Work

We have described a scheduling framework for managing bulk operations on
machines with a hierarchy of explicitly managed memories. Characterizing pro-
grams as a GSOP graph allows for same set of optimizations to be applied
recursively in a hierarchy. Acknowledging the criticality of software pipelining
in hiding communication with computation, we introduced optimizations that
exploit slack to enhance modulo scheduling. We also presented an automatic tun-
able selection algorithm, that adjusts block sizes to get the right computation-to-
communication ratio on each memory level. Hence, Stream Scheduling removes
the need for machine-specific optimizations.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the only known scalable framework
that manages coarse-grained operations to achieve consistent performance across
machines with different memory hierarchies. We treat bulk data transfers and
computations as atomic operations, differing from the fine-grained techniques
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used for cache optimizations [8]. Our work complements the machine indepen-
dent transformations [4] of the Sequoia compiler, which manipulate a hierarchy
of bulk operations before mapping them to memory levels. RapidMind [10] Inc.
too invokes parallel execution on collections of data (arrays), though using a
dynamic compiler, which aggregates operations into bulk computation and dis-
tributes them over SPEs at run-time. Taking an alternate approach, the StreamIt
compiler [11] optimizes stream programs that are constrained as synchronous
data-flow (SDF) graphs.
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